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PLU has partnered with Earth Deeds since the fall of 2014 to meaningfully account for its study 
away Scope 3 emissions.  This successful partnership has highlighted PLU’s sustainability 
initiatives and supported many worthy sustainability projects around the world.  This report aims 
to summarize background, emissions, student surveys, financial data, and potential next steps. 
 
Background 
 
For some quick background, Earth Deeds evolved out of Dr. Greenberg’s years of directing 
study abroad programs based in ecovillages and wanting to meaningfully account for students’ 
travel emissions and support sustainability projects in their host communities.  Out of this 
experience, he developed a system called onsetting, which encourages groups to be conscious 
of the actual costs of their emissions and support solutions that address the causes as well as 
the impacts of global warming.  
 
Rather than carbon offsetting, which asks users to mitigate the same amount of carbon pollution 
as they emit, carbon onsetting is a customized carbon pricing mechanism, which internalized 
the cost of emissions, but allows users to use those funds as they see fit.  Over 40 countries 
have started internalizing the costs of carbon pollution and, while the U.S. is lagging behind, 
many schools such as Yale, Smith, and Vassar are pricing their carbon emissions in order to 
develop a sustainability fund, raise their carbon consciousness, educate and build the political 
will for carbon pricing, and incentivize emissions reductions. 
 
Earth Deeds believes it is vital to measure, reduce, and price our carbon pollution.  As opposed 
to offsetting, however, onsetting drops the controversial claim of carbon neutrality, prices 
emissions based on the U.S. Government’s Social Cost of Carbon, and enables funding to 
support local and meaningful sustainability projects that are responding to climate change. To 
learn more, please read Earth Deeds’ What is Onsetting? page and/or watch their 5-minute 
overview video. 
 
There have been many notable events over the course of this partnership.  In addition to 
numerous presentations and poster sessions at AASHE, NAFSA, GEN, and Bioneers 
conferences, Earth Deeds Director, Dr. Daniel Greenberg, promoted PLU during his keynote 
address at the CCIS Conference in March 2018, which had the theme of “Sustainability in 
Education Abroad.”  The PLU initiative was also a finalist in the 2014 Second Nature Climate 
Leadership Awards and featured in a 2017 Resolute Podcast.  Since the last report two years 
ago, Earth Deeds and PLU signed a longer MOU through 2020, onset a January program in 
Ireland (in addition to semester programs) and created a custom video to help students 
understand the theory and process of onsetting their travel emissions.  

http://www.cape.consulting/what-is-an-ecovillage/
https://www.earthdeeds.org/pricing-carbon.php
http://earthdeeds.org/onsetting.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NRUZmdjFDc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NRUZmdjFDc
http://www.aashe.org/
http://www.nafsa.org/
https://ecovillage.org/
http://glbd.org/
https://www.ccisabroad.org/conference2018/
https://web.archive.org/web/20151025040122/http://secondnature.org:80/awards/pacific-lutheran-university/
https://web.archive.org/web/20151025040122/http://secondnature.org:80/awards/pacific-lutheran-university/
http://www.plu.edu/resolute/winter-2017/discovery-page/caring-for-the-earth/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8XzcY7ehb6ZNnpfTnZMTnN5Vjg/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vxg_DjpFUxo


Measuring Emissions 
 
Earth Deeds created Team Pages for PLU’s Semester study away students to calculate the CO2 
emissions associated with their international travel.   Student numbers CO2 emissions, and 1

total/available funding  for the eleven semesters to date are as follows : 2

 
 

Semester # of 
Students 

mT  
CO2 

SCC 
(US$/mT) 

Total Onset  
Funding (US$) 

Available 
Funding (US$)  3

2014 Fall 51 169.84 39 6,623.76 5,630.20 

2015 Spring 57 299.84 41 12,293.44 10,449.42 

2015 Fall 44 205.24 43 8,825.32 7,501.52 

2016 Spring 61 321.26 43 13,814.18 11,742.05 

2016 Fall 39 186.61 43 8,024.23 6,820.60 

2017 Spring 63 313.93 43 13,498.99 11,474.14 

2017 Fall  4 66 241.90 45 10,885.50 9,252.68 

2018 J-Term Ireland N/A 60.62 45 2,727.90 2,318.72 

2018 Spring 52 263.20 45 11,844.00 10,067.40 

2018 Fall 144 610.35 45 27,466.20 23,346.27 

2019 Spring 65 335.35 45 15,090.75 12,827.14 

Totals 642 3,008.14 N/A $131,094.27 $111,430.13 

 
Earth Deeds is happy to continue creating pages and calculators for semester study away students and 
also to support further experiments in onsetting J-Term programs.  
  

1 Earth Deeds also created 58 additional Team Pages for PLU’s January, summer, and Spring Break programs, 
which can be accessed from PLU’s Organization Page, but since they did not result in any financial transactions, they 
will not be included in this report. 
2 Individual emissions can be viewed on the Team Pages (click “View Emissions” under the Team descriptions). 
3 Earth Deeds retains 15% of total funding, which comes to $19,664.14 to date. 
4 The Fall 2017 Team Page was accidentally deleted, but we captured the basic data. 

https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=101
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=162
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=226
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=236
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=284
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=272
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=337
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=321
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=317
https://www.earthdeeds.org/team.php?teamid=358
https://www.earthdeeds.org/org.php?orgid=14


Survey Results 
 

After calculating their emissions, students have the opportunity to complete a feedback survey. Average 
responses to the following three questions are shown in the chart below: 
 

1. (1-10) How likely is it that you would recommend Earth Deeds to a friend or colleague?  
2. (1-5)  Does knowing the Social Cost of your Carbon (SCC) motivate you to reduce your footprint?  
3. (1-5) Was using the Team Onset Calculator a useful experience for you?  

 
 

 
 
The slow, but steady rise in student responses to all three questions is quite gratifying and even a bit 
surprising.  It likely is at least partially due to improvements in the Earth Deeds website and, since Fall 
2017, the introduction of the Overview Video.  It likely also reflects a growing awareness of climate 
change among PLU’s student population as well as the broader public. 
 
Students also had the opportunity to add comments to questions 1 and 2 as well as general comments at 
the end of the survey.  Student comments, sorted by semester, and a few footnote clarifications are listed 
in Appendix A.  It is interesting to see how student comments have generally become more positive and 
insightful over the years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vxg_DjpFUxo&t=6s


 
Supporting Projects 
 

PLU initially engaged a student committee to determine which project(s) would be supported by this 
onsetting fund and the first year supported ecological retrofits of the Wang Center, which houses PLU’s 
global education program offices.  Starting in 2015, PLU has identified and informed Earth Deeds of 
projects they wish to support and Earth Deeds has managed the international transfer of funds.  The 
current accounting is as follows: 
 

  Description Country Date Amount 

 Complete Office Furniture USA (PSU) 04/01/2014 740.60 

Ecoinsulate Northwest USA (PSU) 11/18/2014 4,887.40 

Advanced Botanical Resources USA (PSU) 09/29/2014 550.00 

Ecoinsulate Northwest USA (PSU) 02/25/2015 4,210.44 

enVia Mexico 10/07/2015 4,230.00 

INSO Mexico 11/13/2015 2,000.00 

Three Farm Projects China 12/10/2015 3,000.00 

Van Rhyn Primary School Namibia 07/05/2016 5,069.70 

Museo Ecuatoriano de Ciencias Naturales Ecuador 07/05/2016 5,000.00 

Sun Eaters Organics Trinidad 07/05/2016 5,895.00 

Alliance of Rural Communities Mexico 05/09/2017 4,930.00 

INSO Mexico 05/09/2017 1,990.00 

CIIDIR Mexico 05/09/2017 4,999.00 

Van Rhyn Primary School Namibia 05/09/2017 1,700.00 

Well Project in Nicaragua (check to PLU) Nicaragua 05/18/2017 3,000.00 

The Alliance of Rural Communities Mexico 06/04/2018 6,200.00 

Sun Eaters Organics Trinidad 06/04/2018 7,000.00 

 Total Disbursements   65,402.14 

 Remaining Funds  
($111,430.13  - $65,402.14) 

  46,027.98 

 
Receipts and email confirmations  in Earth Deeds’ possession are displayed in Appendix B.  Remaining 
funds can be used to support projects, the purchase of offset credits (to meet PLU’s climate neutral 
commitment), or they can be carried forward into future years. And Earth Deeds 
 
 



Potential Next Steps 
 
Earth Deeds stands ready to further support PLU’s onsetting initiatives.  Some possible next steps include 
the following: 
 

● Develop longer MOU starting in 2020 
● Consider whether students should be invited to help onset their emissions 
● Consider how can we better promote this initiative within the PLU community and beyond 
● Consider onsetting additional January, summer, and Spring Break programs 

 
Please contact Earth Deeds’ Director, Daniel Greenberg at daniel@earthdeeds.org or 978-394-1711 with 
any thoughts or questions.  Thank you! 
  

mailto:daniel@earthdeeds.org


 

Appendix A:  
Student Comments to Survey Questions 

 
Does knowing the Social Cost of your Carbon (SCC) motivate you to reduce your footprint? (1 = 
“Not at all” … 5 = “Very”) 
● 14F: It didn't work 
● 15S: I already do what I can to reduce my footprint.  
● 15S: I already make a lot of effort to reduce my footprint 
● 15S: I already paid this portion in the fees at the beginning, so I don't know if I ended up paying more 

then or would now. But it would be motivating in the future.  
● 15S: I don't really know how. I have to fly in order to attend my study program. 
● 15S: I normally don't travel this far, ever, thus it is hard to imagine my carbon impact through smaller 

actions. 
● 15F: Very encouraging! 
● 16S: Very disturbing to see the implications that flying to another country (esp one so far away) has 

on the environment...  
● 17S: It has at least made me more aware 
● 17S: Meh. 
● 17F: This is a super informative tool that I think more people should be aware of!  
● 17F: It does 
● 17F: I'm not exactly clear on what the Social Cost" means."  5

● 17F: i’m conscious 
● 18S: I feel that after seeing just how much carbon this flight will produce, I am much more motivated 

to alter my habits to reduce my overall carbon footprint in any way that I can. 
● 18S: i felt self-conscious. 
● 18S: Because I live on the other side of the country from my family, I have to fly across the country to 

visit them, this is something that is unavoidable  
● 18F: I hate that I have to take a plane to Norway, because it just seems like such a waste. It definitely 

makes me not want to fly anymore. 
● 19S: I didn't realize how much of an impact the trip has. 
 
Was using the Team Onset Calculator a useful experience for you? (1 = “Not at all” … 5 = “Very”) 
● 14F: The airport from which I am leaving is not in the database (Glacier Park International Airport in Kalispell, 

MT) and neither are other airports in Montana. I estimated by choosing the spokane airport.   6

● 15S: I like seeing the number of miles I will be traveling. 
● 15S: It was interesting to see the numbers, but I am still really unsure of what they mean. I'm missing the 

connection as to how much I'm really emitting.  7

● 15F: Great to know how it works. 
● 16S: round trip versus one way, I didn't understand how to choose, since I did not have a direct flight  8

● 16F: It was cool to see what my carbon footprint is 
● 16F: This is like the third or fourth time I've had to do this following the instructions because apparently it hasn't 

been saving my responses correctly.  9

● 17S: Eye opening 
● 17S: No,  don't try to tell me that flying across the world is equal to 56% of the annual emissions of the ENTIRE 

United States.  Silly.  10

5 Additional information was sent to this student. 
6 Our database contains 9,300 airports, but a few are missing.  We are able to add new ones as needed. 
7 The calculator now offers carbon “equivalencies” so users can see how their emissions relate to the average annual 
emissions in the countries they are traveling from/to and common products and services. 
8 R/T vs. O/W trips is selected next to the airport fields and we have added more rows to account for long itineraries. 
9 The site was likely experiencing technical difficulties at the time. 
10 This student misunderstood the equivalencies chart, but we followed up with an explanatory email. 



● 17F: Cool 
● 18S: It was nice to be able to see the equivalent options (such as how many plastic bags it is equal to, how many 

hours of phone time, the total percentage of a country's emissions, etc.). The website was structures in a clear 
and easy-to-use way that made it easier and more fun to use. 

● 18F: I would have liked to see the total of the team at the end. 
● 19S: It helped me understand what travelling does. 
 
Please share additional questions or thoughts you have on this process. (1=“Not at all” … 5=“Very”) 
● 14F: Please broaden your airport database 
● 15S: Does the calculation include differences in impact based on the number of people on the flight?  The 11

impact per person on a private jet compared to impact per person of a larger plane.  12

● 15S: Extremely simple, easy, and effective. Thank you! 
● 15S: I think it would be a more meaningful experience if you explained what the numbers mean and how they 

relate to the impact on the environment.  13

● 15S: I think it would have been really helpful to get to see what my carbon footprint regarding the trip compared 
to.  Maybe compare it to how many driving miles it would take to reach the CO2 released by flying.  14

● 15S: It is nice to know my emissions. 
● 15S: My family does this by living lightly on the Earth in many other ways. Contributing to the carbon calculator is 

not our priority. 
● 15S: The site is a little confusing and not easy to maneuver.  
● 15F: This is a really cool idea! 
● 15F: I was not aware of how much of an impact my travel would have on the environment. It never occurred to 

me to think in these terms. Very eye opening! 
● 15F: Hard to get around 
● 16S: It is a very interesting concept that warrants more people’s attention. 
● 16S: It was very eye opening!  
● 16F: I really hope this actually works this time because I've been following the given instructions exactly, but it 

hasn't been updated to my terradotta account any of the four times I've tried to do this.  15

● 16F: I was surprised at how much it costs to offset my carbon footprint. 
● 17S: I like that this is a part of my application 
● 17S: It was easy to use! 
● 17S: It was interesting to see the cost of my travel carbon footprint as it was not something I had really thought 

about before. 
● 17S: It was mind-boggling knowing that my flight there/back emits as much CO2 as a small country.  16

● 17S: Not sure if this is the best way to solve the issue. But it's certainly something.  
● 18S: why on earth would a trip carbon calculator come up in casual conversation so that i would end up 

recommending a specific site 
● 18S: I never thought about how much emissions are being used when I travel but it is good to know. 
● 18S: I just had to fill this out for my university. 
● 18S: I think it's really cool that it is focused on getting people aware of their output.  
● 18S: It was eye opening and interesting to become more aware. 
● 18S: Awesome! 
● 19S: It's surprisingly easy to do, and the results are shocking. 
● 19S: It's super easy and shows a lot of impactful information  
● 19S: AHHHH I'm scared now. Also, how is it possible that veggie burgers are worse for the environment than 

cheeseburgers?  17

● 19S: I was confused knowing which airports I was selecting so I still don't know if my calculations are correct 
● 19S: It is really cool to see how a flight impacts or could impact Earth. 

11 The calculation uses emissions factors based on typical aircraft fuel burn over trip distances and categorizes flights 
into three distance brackets: “Short-Haul”, “Medium-Haul”, and “Long-Haul.” 
12 Calculator methodology can viewed here. It estimates typical aircraft used for short, medium, and long-haul flights. 
13 See footnote 4 
14 See footnote 4 
15 Although a future possibility, the calculator is not currently designed to integrate with other databases.  
16 Equivalencies are to the average annual emissions of someone living in a particular country, not whole countries.. 
17 This comment exposed an error in the equivalencies calculations. 

http://earthdeeds.org/page-methodology.php


● 19S: This is an eye opening process to help me understand my personal carbon emmisons 
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